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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the availability of tools for manipulation of micro and nanoparticles is a key aspect in many fields such as nanotechnology or biomedicine. For this purpose several techniques have been stablished mainly based on optical (Optical tweezers 1 ) , electrokinetical 2 or magnetic 3 methods. However, for a number of applications massive simultaneous particle manipulation is required. In this case the use of light [4] [5] [6] or thermally-induced 7 electric fields generated in certain ferroelectrics have been recently proposed and successfully applied. However, these techniques are still young and new developments and applications are continuously arising 8, 9 .
Among ferroelectrics one of the best candidates for particle manipulation is lithium niobate. It is a ferroelectric material for temperatures below the high Curie point at about 1100ºC 10 . This property gives rise to the formation of ferroelectric domains or regions of oriented dipoles.
Permanent electric dipoles are oriented along the trigonal structural c-axis. Only two domain orientations are possible with the spontaneous polarization Ps vector directed at 180º one to the other. For many applications a single domain material is required. Other domain structures have been produced and advantageously used for other applications 11 . Particularly, the periodic poled lithium niobate (PPLN) structures consist of arrays of alternate oriented domains with separation walls parallel to the polarization direction. They are obtained either by means of a special crystal growth technique or by a poling process applied to the crystals. Another different periodic domain structure is that where the domain walls are perpendicular to the polarization vector. In this case the domains are oriented "head to head" and "tile to tile". Walls with positive and negative charge are alternated along the structure. These structures are known as opposite domain lithium niobate (ODLN). ODLN can be obtained by the off-centered Czochralski crystal growth technique with the addition of impurities such as Y or Er 12 . ODLN structures are considered for applications in acoustic wave resonators 13 .
The surface charge density appearing at the end surface of ferroelectric domains is usually compensated in the air by ambient moisture absorbed ions. Temperature dependence of the spontaneous polarization Ps gives rise to the pyroelectric effect 14 . A temperature change induces a dipole polarization change which results in the occurrence of a temporary surface charge density at the domain ends. After some time this charge density will be also screened by external charges. If there nanoparticles (NPs) in the vicinity of the material, this screening process can be achieved by trapping of NPs on its surface.
The thermal-induced electrokinetic methods for particle manipulation are just based in these screening processes. They provide a very interesting way for controlled trapping and manipulation of NPs. In principle, the corresponding electro-kinetic forces can act either on charged particles (electrophoresis) or on neutral particles (dielectrophoresis) as extensively discussed in the theoretical work reported by P. Mokry et al. 15 . However, previous reported experiments that use pyroelectric generated space-charge distributions on the surface of PPLN structures refer only to dielectrophoresis 7, 8, 16 .
In this work we study the capabilities and peculiarities of nanoparticle trapping on ODNL structures by the pyroelectric effect. Up to our knowledge this is the first work dedicated to particle trapping in such a kind of domain structures. Before presenting the trapping results, we will characterize the used ODLN sample.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Characterization of the ODLN sample structure. domain walls are places of charge accumulation, positive for the "head to head" walls and negative for the "tail to tail" ones. As a consequence one should expect that the etching speed could be faster on domain boundaries with negative charge accumulation, i.e. the "tail to tail" walls. After etching begins at those places, there will be negative domain end surfaces exposed to acids, and the etching will proceed laterally. In summary we could expect as etching effect the formation of grooves on the surface of the sample, in places where negatively charged domain walls emerge. The longer is the etching time, the thicker and deeper will be the groves. This could be a good method to reveal the negative walls of ODLN structures ending at the sample surface.
We submitted our sample to etching in the above mentioned acid mixture at 85ºC over a period of 20 minutes. In Fig. 1 we present an optical microscope image of a region of the etched surface. Figure 1a shows a general view of the etched domain structure. It may be noted a relatively regular sequence of domains, although the spacing in the left region becomes lower.
By direct observation along the sample, and considering two opposite domains in each period, spacing of periods from 18 to 30 µm were detected. These spacings were also confirmed by laser light diffraction in different points of the surface. Some small regions presented a lack of periodic domain structure (top-left corner of Fig. 1a) . Figure 1b shows a small region with higher magnification. More etched areas show greater roughness. However from this figure it is difficult to know the topography of the surface. The slight tilting of the c-axis respect to the surface may affect the characteristics of nanoparticle trapping by the pyroelectric effect. Before starting the particles trapping experiments the sample was again polished to optical quality.
RESULTS

Trapping procedures. The pyroelectric coefficient, p=(∂PS/∂T)T, of lithium niobate near room
temperature is p=-4·10 -9 Ccm -2 (ºC) -1 [14] . The minus sing indicates that upon an increment of temperature the charge density on the positive domain surface decreases while on the negative one becomes less negative. Considering that the surface charge on the ambient exposed areas is initially neutralized by adsorbed species, such a temperature change leads to a negative charge on the positive domain ends while a positive charge is produced on the negative domain ends. If the temperature change occurs when the sample is in the air, changes in the adsorbed substances would lead to charge neutralization in a short time interval. However if there is a surface charge density when the sample is in a fluid with NPs in suspension, charge neutralization can occur by trapping the particles on the surface.
In the case of the ODLN sample, upon a temperature change, new uncompensated charge is expected at the lines of the domain walls emerging at the surface. Positive and negative alternating charge lines will appear. More particularly in the case of our sample, the slight disorientation of the surface could have consequences. Not only the wall lines at the surface will become charged. The domains pointing to the left in Fig. 2c have a small component of positive dipole ends at the surface and then all domain face will become negatively charged on rising temperature. The contrary will happen on the domains pointing to the right.
We considered two alternative procedures to produce surface charge and expose it to the NPs dispersed in a liquid. In the first one, sample was heated in air on a hot plate and rapidly immersed into the liquid remained at room temperature. The results may depend on the time interval that takes to introduce the sample in the liquid. During that small time the sample is cooling and the pyroelectric charge could be partially compensated by air moisture. The second 8 method consisted in keeping the liquid with NPs heated to a certain temperature above room temperature, e. g. 50ºC. Then the cold sample is introduced in the hot liquid. In this circumstance the temperature change of the sample and thus the generation of the pyroelectric charge occurs inside the liquid. This second method seems to be more reproducible, and therefore we followed it in general. The only disadvantage is observed when using high vapor pressure and low boiling point liquids.
For our experiments on trapping and selective ordering of NPs on our ODLN structure we have used a variety of NPs and dispersing liquids. Among the particles we used metallic particles of silver and aluminum, uncovered and oleic acid covered. Lithium niobate NPs were considered as an example for nonmetallic NPs trapping. Respect to the dispersing liquids we can distinguish between non-polar ones such as hexane and heptane, and polar ones like water, oleic acid, acetone and ethanol. We proceeded as follows. A small amount of dry NPs were mixed in the dispersant and sonicated by 15 minutes. The mixture was kept to stand for half an hour to allow the sedimentation of the larger aggregates. After this time the upper half of the dispersion was taken for use in trapping.
Trapping of silver NPs: Trapping on the domain walls. In our sample the surface cuts the domain walls almost perpendicularly so that they appear as lines on the surface. In many of our trapping experiments we observed how the NPs appear aligned along the domain walls forming parallel straight lines. Very frequently the population of the walls is not uniform. In fact, they are in turn filled with more and less concentration of particles, as can be appreciated in Fig. 3a . In this figure we present the optical microscope image of a first example of trapping. We used in this case silver NPs of 40nm diameter dispersed in heptane. The mixture was heated to 70ºC and the sample, initially at 25ºC, was kept in the liquid during 30 s. The optical microscope cannot distinguish individual particles but it is very useful to observe the results of the trapping and ordering of a number of them.
In Fig. 3b we present a graph of the dark pixels population integrated along the horizontal direction, what gives a good idea of particle population integrated along the direction of the domain walls. It is very clear that there are in turn walls highly saturated of particles and other less populated walls in between. Another feature of the image of Fig. 3a , also reflected in the graph, is related to the particles trapped on domain surface between walls. It is also clear that the domains below the highly populated walls present more trapped particles than the domain above.
All these aspects will be discussed later. In some occasions we observed that the particles are trapped only on alternate domain walls.
This is the case shown in Fig. 4 . A slight trapping on the domain above the populated walls is also observed. The domains below have practically no particles. 
Trapping of silver nanoparticles: NPs chain formation. In many trapping experiments of
Ag NPs on the ODLN surface we observed the formation of NPs chains. These chains are nearly straight and oriented perpendicularly to the domain wall lines. They appear connecting two consecutive walls. Then chains are about 10µ long. Note that consecutive walls are pyroelectrically charged with contrary sign charges. Considering the mean particle diameter of 40nm, many particles are involved in the formation of each chain. In Fig. 5a we show a microscopic picture of an experiment of weak trapping with the presence of chains. Additionally it can be observed that in this case plus and minus wall lines are populated with similar density of particles. In our experiments the formation of chains is a relatively common phenomenon. In cases of strong trapping they are observed in large quantities. Figure 5b shows a case of strong trapping with the presence of a high density of chains. In both figures, 5a and 5b, one can see that the chains preferably lie on alternate domains. This should be related to the slight disorientation that presents the surface of the sample, as was shown in the previous section. In fig. 6 we present SEM images of the NPs chains. With this higher magnification the structure of the chains is observed. In some cases the chain is not completed from one domain wall to the next one. In this figure the positions of domain walls is indicated using dotted lines.
Other features of the trapping can be also observed in this figure. Sometimes we have observed that the NPs are trapped exclusively in chain formation. In these cases we did not observe preferential entrapment on the border between domains. This is shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen, as in above presented cases, that chains very preferentially lie on alternate domains. In order to check the adhesion of the particles to the surface of the sample, we performed experiments of contact transfer of already trapped particles to a tape. The proportion of transferred particles was very high and the order pattern remained. This could be interesting for applications of NPs structures requiring other substrates.
We have also performed similar experiments of trapping but using NPs dispersed in polar liquids. We used oleic acid, distilled water, acetone and ethanol. The procedure was the same as in the experiments performed with NPs dispersed in heptane and hexane whose results we have exposed above. Conversely, in the experiments with polar liquids we did not observe any trapping of NPs.
Trapping of LiNbO3 NPs. In order to investigate the pyroelectric trapping of non-metallic particles on the ODLN structure we used lithium niobate (LN) NPs. These NPs were produced in our lab from precursors following the process described in detail in ref. 19 . X-ray powder analysis indicated a mean particle diameter of about 40nm. The dispersing fluid was Heptane.
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Two examples of LN NPs trapping results are shown in Fig. 8 . Left picture presents particles mainly trapped along alternate domain walls, in a similar way as that observed for Ag particles.
The picture on the right corresponds to a case of stronger trapping. Here we see first that in addition to the walls heavily populated of NPs, intermediate walls are also weakly populated.
Secondly we see the emergence of some cross chains (left side of image). Finally we can see that on the walls more populated of trapped NPs, they appear more dispersed than in the case of the silver particles above presented.
As in the preceding cases, pyroelectric trapping was not successful when the particles were dispersed in polar liquids such as water, ethanol or oleic acid. The white line comb is to indicate the position of the domain walls.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Possible forces acting in the trapping process are: dielectrophoretic forces (DPF) on polarized neutral NPs, and electrophoretic forces on previously charged PNs. Both forces could act together on weakly charged particles. Temperature changes produce pyroelectric charges at the domain wall surface lines on the surface of our ODLN sample. Due to the domain structure the sign of charges are alternated between consecutive domain wall lines. Additionally, the surface of each domain will be weakly charged due to the small disorientation of the surface respect to the c-axis of the crystal. Also alternately, the surface of a domain will be positively charged while that of the next one will be negatively charged. Under this charge distribution, and its associated electric field, the NPs trapping will occur.
Assuming a given surface charge density on the crystal, the trapping of charged particles of opposite sign is more effective than the trapping of neutral particles. Trapping of charged particles is mainly due to the electrophoretic force between charges of opposite sign. One has also to consider that these particles will be polarized resulting in an additional attractive force of dielectrophoretic character. On the other hand, neutral particles will be polarized due to the electric field of the sample charge, and therefore will suffer an attractive force of dielectrophoretic character exclusively. Clearly this force is weaker than that acting on the charged particles 15 . In addition, in the hypothetical event of equal density of charged and uncharged particles, and assuming that both types of particles have equal sizes and average speeds, relatively greater proportion of charged particles will be trapped.
Selective trapping of NPs on the walls charged with a specific sign, and the absence of trapping on the walls of opposite sign, is the undeniable proof that all the particles were charged with the opposite sign to the wall line charge. The force acting in this case is the electrophoretic one. We observed this situation in metallic Ag NPs trapping, Fig, 4 , as well as with lithium niobate non-metallic ones, Fig. 8a . In certain cases additionally to this trapping on the wall lines we observed a slight trapping on the domain surface at one side of the wall. This will correspond to the domain weakly charged of the same sign as the populated wall. This is the case of figure 4a.
Other times it is seen that all lines of domain wall trap particles, but with alternating high and low NPs population. This is well evident in figure 4 . In such a case we have to conclude that the trapping was done in the presence of a mixture of charged and neutral particles. The charged particles trap on the walls of opposite sing by electrophoretic forces. On the other hand neutral particles are polarized by the charge on the surface of the sample. They will then be trapped on domain wall lines of both sings by means of dielectrophoretic forces. All the charged particles must have charge of the same sing. The existence in the liquid of particles charged with both charge sings should be discarded because they attract joining together before being trapped.
In the case shown in figure 5 consecutive domain wall lines seem to be almost equally populated. This must be attributed to that in this case all the particles are neutral. Trapping there is exclusively due to dielectrophoretic forces.
The formation of chains of particles is definitely due to dielectrophoretic forces between neutral or weakly charged particles. In fact, charged particles repel each other and can never link together. A chain starts when a neutral particle is polarized by a charged domain wall and becomes trapped therein. A new neutral particle approaching the previous one in the fluid is in turn polarized by the uncompensated charge of the already trapped particle, and is trapped on it.
The process of trapping on the last trapped particle continues many times forming the chain. In our observations the chains finally lie on a domain surface, pointing perpendicularly to the domain walls, and mostly ending on the wall next to the starting one. The formation of chains due to dielectrophoretic forces in a pyroelectric field has been previously observed with carbon
NPs dispersed in a polymer solution 20 .
Several pictures of Ag NP trapping presented in this paper show chains. In some of them the relative number of chains is low as in Figs. 4a and 5a. In figure 5b the density of chains is very high, combined with a higher population of NPs on one of the alternate domain walls. In this case we can conclude that some of the particles were charged, but many of them were neutral, or very weakly charged, forming the chains. It is noticeable the case of figures 7a and 7b, for which the particles form chains only, not showing greater entrapment on domain boundaries. Here the particles seen to be uncharged.
One aspect still not commented is that in all cases the chains very preferentially lie on alternate domain surfaces. Very few chains can be found on the other domains. As stated above, the only difference between the surfaces of consecutive domain is the weak charge densities alternating the sign from a domain to the next one. The chains prefer to lie on a surface of a determined charge sign. We may very tentatively suggest as explanation of this behavior that the particles forming the chain could be slightly charged.
SEM images present in Fig. 7 show that the chains are not formed by one single line of individual particles but by a large number of particles forming clusters. Sometimes the chains are not continuous from one wall to the next.
In ODLN pyroelectric trapping chains are not exclusive of metallic NPs. Lithium niobate NPs chains are also observed as in Fig. 8b . They also seem to lie preferentially on one of the domain surfaces charged with a particular sign of charge. So far we are not able to know the sign of the charge preferred.
We have not succeeded in pyroelectric trapping of NPs when the particles were dispersed in polar liquids, for example water, oleic acid, ethanol, etc. In these cases the liquid molecules seem to screen the electric fields close to the surface, reducing the trapping forces below the value needed for trapping.
In conclusion we were able to trap NPs on selective sites of the surface of an ODLN sample charged using the pyroelectric effect. Up to our knowledge this is the first reported study of such In none of our experiments we did any process to charge the NPs purposely. Often the particles were electrically charged during normal handling. This indicates the great ease with which the NPs get charged. Our pyroelectric trapping on ODLN structures could be a valuable test to check the charging state of particles dispersed in a liquid. Further efforts will be made to explore whether it is possible, and under what conditions (such as pH values), the trapping on the surface of structures ODLN of NPs dispersed in polar liquids. This could be of major interest for biomedical applications. Finally, the particular ferroelectric domain structure of ODLN crystals could be also interesting for self-structuring of polymer layers due to charge sensible wettability of solved polymers, as it has been already studied on PPLN structures 21, 22 .
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